
 

XXII  CUP OF GRUDZIĄDZ TOWN PRESIDENT 

INTERNATIONAL JUNIORS   

CYCLISTS RACE  - 411 km 

and  XXIII  LECH CERGOWSKI MEMORIAL 

GRUDZIĄDZ 29.04 - 2.05 2010 
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REGULATIONSREGULATIONSREGULATIONSREGULATIONS    

I. ORGANIZER 

1.The XXII International Juniors Race „Cope Du President De la Ville de Grudziądz” is organized by:  

ALKS „STAL” Grudziądz 
86-300 GRUDZIĄDZ  

 Sportowców St. 3  
phone/fax 0 48 56 465 13 31 
e-mail: biuro@alksstal.org 

The following institutions supported the organization of the race: Urząd Marszałkowski Toruń, Town 

Halls of Grudziądz, Świecie, Łasin and Jabłonowo Pom., Self-government Offices of Grudziądz, 

Brodnica and Świecie, Commune Councils of: Grudziądz, Gruta, Rogóźno, Toruń District Cycling 

Association and some sponsoring companies from Grudziądz, Łasin, Świecie, Jabłonowo Pom. and 

Gruta 

2.The race will take place from 29.04. - 2.05.2010 in the vicinity of Grudziądz, Świecie, Łasin, 

Jabłonowo Pom. and Gruta. 

I STAGE       -    29.04.2010 

1. HALF-STAGE     10.00 a.m.     -   team time trial  - 10 km.  
Gruta - Słup - Gruta 

2. HALF-STAGE     16.00 p.m.     -   group race  - 90 km.  
Łasin - Łasin 
Sharp Start - starting list signing - place of the take - off Łasin 

II STAGE     -    30.04.2010 

                                  11.00 a.m.     -   group race - 96.5 km. 
Jabłonowo Pom. - Jabłonowo Pom. 
Sharp Start - starting list signing - place of the take - off Jabłonowo Pom. 

III STAGE    -      1.05.2010 

                                  15.00 p.m.     -   group race - 105 km. 
Świecie - Świecie 
Sharp Start - starting list signing - place of the take - off Świecie old town City 

IV STAGE    -      2.05.2010 

                                    9.00 a.m.     -   group race - 109,5 km. 
Grudziądz - Grudziądz 
Sharp Start - starting list signing - place of the take - off Ikara street 

II. TYPE OF EVENT  

1. The event is entered on the UCI Men Junior Word calendar and is registered as a class 2.1. 

III. PARTICIPATION  

1. The participation of the race is open for riders junior category born 1992-1993 and may participated 

in the race with valid health certificate and cyclists license. The event is open for National, region, 

macro-region and SMS. 

2. Participation of Polish Teams will be limited ( max quantity is eighteen Teams ) according to the 

order of application approved by Polish Cycling Association (Training Department) and foreign 

teams. 

3. Foreign teams should posses writing approval to participation from National Association. 

4. Team must be formed of minimum 4 and maximum 6 riders. 

5. Application will be accepted until 10.04.2010 filled on the current UCI model application and to be 

sent to the organizer. 

DETAILED RACE SCHEDULE  
of 

XXII INTERNATIONAL JUNIOR CYCLIST RACES 

29.04 - 2.05.2010  

28.04.2010       -  3 - 6 p.m.                      teams’ admittance and documents’ verification  

                         -  6.30 - 7.30 p.m.            dinner 

                         -  8 p.m.                           Opening Ceremony in sporting jerseys  (Market Square) 
                         -  9 p.m.

                          
technical briefing in the place of accommodation 

29.04.2010       -  7 - 8 a.m.                      breakfast  

                         -  8.45 - 9.30 a.m.            ride to Gruta 

                         -  10 a.m.                         start to the 1 half-stage first stage (team time trial) - Gruta 
                         -  1 - 2 p.m.                      lunch 

                         -  2.30 - 3.30 p.m.            ride to Łasin 

                         -  3.30 - 3.45 p.m.
            

starting list signing - place of the take-off Łasin 

                         -  4 p.m.                           Sharp Start to the 2 half-stage first stage Łasin - Łasin 
                         -  6.30 p.m.

                     
finish of the 2 half-stage first stage - Łasin 

                         -  7.30 - 9 p.m.                 dinner 

30.04.2010       -  7 - 8 a.m.                      breakfast 

                         -  9.30 - 10.30 a.m.          ride to Jabłonowo Pom. 

                         -  10.20 - 10.50 a.m.
        

starting list signing - place of the take-off Jabłonowo Pom 

                         -  11 a.m.                         start to the second stage Jabłonowo Pom. - Jabłonowo Pom. 
                         -  1.30 p.m.

                     
finish of the second stage - Jabłonowo Pom. 

                         -  3 - 4 p.m.                      lunch 

                         -  7 - 7.30 p.m.                 dinner 

                         -  8 p.m.                           teams managers’ meeting 

  1.05.2010       -  7 - 8 a.m.                      breakfast 

                         -  12.30 a.m.- 1.30 p.m.   lunch 

                         -  1.30 - 2.30 p.m.            ride to Świecie 

                         -  2.30 - 2.50 p.m.
            

starting list signing - place of the take-off Świecie, Old Square. 

                         -  3 p.m.                           start to the third stage Świecie - Świecie 
                         -  5.25 p.m.

                     
finish of the third stage - Swiecie 

                         -  6.30 - 7.30 p.m.            dinner 

   2.05.2010      -  6.30 - 7 a.m.                 breakfast 

                         -  8.30 - 8.50 a.m.
            

starting list signing - Grudziądz, Ikara St. 

                         -  9 a.m.                           start to the fourth stage Grudziądz – Grudziądz 
                         -  11.45 a.m.

                    
finish of the fourth stage - Grudziądz 

                         -  1– 1.30 p.m.                 lunch  

                         -  2.30 p.m.                      Ranking Announcement Ceremony and prizes handing 

Hotel Meals and Race Office address: 

Zespół Placówek MłodzieŜowych „Bursa” 

Grudziądz  gen. Józefa Hallera St. 37 
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7. Final Classification - for the best cyclist of Pomerania and Kujawy ranking 

              I place  -    Cup of the marshal of the regional council of the province Pomerania and 

Kujawy Piotr Całbecki 

XII. AWARDS CEREMONY 

1. In accordance with article 1.2.112 of the UCI rules the following riders must attend the official 

awards ceremony. The first six riders placing of the stage will present themselves at the podium  

maximum 15 minute after crossing the finish line. 

2. The riders placing on the post from 7 to 20 place after stage - the prize will be paid next to the 

reception Hall (ground floor) any day of the time 19.00 - 19.30 starting from 30.04.2010. 

3. Jersey ceremony will be held before the sharp start off the each stage. 

4. Official final Ranking ceremony and prize handing will be carried out at 14.30 placed: board - room 

I floor Race headquarters “BURSA”. 

XIII. PENALTIES 

The UCI penalty and Polish Cycling Associations will be applicable. 

XIV. FINAL REGULATIONS 

1. Team managers are obliged to introducing the competitors and team attendants with present 

documentation of  race rules ( regulations ). 

2. Team managers are responsible: 

− for any damage in accommodation rooms used by raiders, 

− for any damage made to received broadcast equipment, race number and so on. 

3. Group races - traffic partially limited, the Polish traffic law has to be respected at all time. 

4. Time time trial - traffic totally stopped. 

5. Cyclists and other people are obliged to obey the traffic regulations. 

6. The organizer doesn’t bear responsibility for eventual accidents during the race. 

7. The riders must be insured by their clubs. 

8. Commissaries panel with agreement by organizer will resolve matters not included in race 

regulations. 

9. Mr. Adam Sieczkowski, the Vice President of Cyclists Section of  “STAL” Club 

( phone /0 48 56/ 466-13-31 ) is responsible for proper race’s execution. 

10.These regulations were approved by Polish Cyclists Association in Warsaw on 

ORGANIZER 
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IV. RACE HEADQUARTERS  

1. At the start , the race headquarters shall be open starting 28.04.2010 from 15.00 pm. and located 

Zespół Placówek MłodzieŜowych „BURSA” 
Gen. Józefa Hallera St 37 

86-300 GRUDZIĄDZ  
phone/fax 0 48 56 6435540 
e-mail: zespolbursa@vp.pl 

2. Team representatives are requested to confirm their starter by showing their licenses at the race office 

between 15.00 - 18.00  hour  at  28.04.2010 

3. The team managers meeting, organized in the presence of the member of the Commissaries is 

scheduled on the Headquarter building 21.00 hour  at  28.04.2010 ( first floor - dinning room ) 

Bursa. 

V. STARTING ORDER  - 1 HALF-STAGE FIRST STAGE (team time trial) 

During the 1 Half-Stage is an team time trial the start order of the teams is set by organizer by agreement 

with the Commissaries Panel. 

VI. RADIO- TOUR 

Race information will be broadcasted on the following frequency canal 40. 

VII. NEUTRAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT  

The technical support service is handled by the organizer. The neutral support is taken care of by means 

of three neutral service car J.B.ROWERY, CICLO-SPORT J&J and BIO BIKE with fully technical 

equipment. 

VIII. RACE INCIDENTS OCCURRING IN THE LAST THREE KILOMETRES 

In case of duly noted fall after passing the panel for the last three kilometres, the riders involved shall be 

credited with the time of the riders in whose company they were riding at the moment of the accident. If 

as the result of a fall beyond the last three kilometres panel a rider cannot cross the finish, he shall be 

placed last in stage.  

IX. TIME LIMIT 

Obliged time limits have been set as follows - 15% and will be applied on the follows stage 2 Half-stage 

I stage, II stage, III stage, IV stage. The time limit may in exception circumstances, be increased by the 

Commissaries Panel by agreement with organizer. 

X. CLASSIFICATION – POINT - BONUSES – CLIMBS  

1. The following classification will be issued: 

− General individual classification ( yellow jersey ) 

− General team classification ( red jersey ) 

− Most activist cyclist ( violet jersey ) 

− Point classification ( blue jersey ) 

− The best cyclist born 1993 ( white jersey ) 

− The best cyclist Pomerania and Kujawy ( green jersey )  
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2. Bonuses time for best raider 

On the finish panel 2 Half-stage and I stage will be issued: 

         I place   -   6 sec.                  II place  -  4 sec.                III place  -  2 sec. 

On the finish panel the Second, Third, Fourth Stage: 

          I place  - 10 sec.                  II place  -  6 sec.                III place  -  4 sec. 

In intermediate sprints counting for the general classification  

          I place  -   3 sec.                  II place  -  2 sec.                III place  -  1 sec. 

3. The team classification for the day will be calculated on the basis of the sum of the three best 

individual times from each team.  

In the event of a tie, the teams shall be separated by the sum of the places acquired by their three best 

placed riders on the stage. If the teams are still tied, they shall be separated by the placing of their 

best rider on the stage classification.  

The team general classification will be calculated on the basis of the sum of the three best individual 

times from each team in each stage ridden.  

In the event of a draw, the following criteria shall be applied in order until the teams are separated:  

− number of first places in the daily team classifications ; 

− number of second places in the daily team classifications ; etc.  

If there is still a draw, the teams shall be separated by the placing of their best rider in the general .

individual classification.  

4. The most activist cyclist classification. The best three riders in  intermediate sprints (counting for the 

general classification)  will receive the following points: 

          I place  -   3 sec.                  II place  -  2 sec.                III place  -  1 sec. 

The rider  who scores the largest number of points in all intermediate sprints and finishes the race will 

become a winner of this classification. If there's a draw, the riders will be separated by the places in 

the final individual  general classification. 

5. Points are awarded for each stage: The first twenty riders win points at each stage the following 

criteria shall be applied. 

          I place  -  20 points,  II place  -  19 points ,  ....   XX place  - 1 point 

The rider  who scores the largest number of points in all stages ( excl. 1-half-stage ) and finishes the 

race is the winner of the point classification.  In the event of a tie, the following criteria shall be 

applied in order untill the riders are separated: 

− number of stage wins, 

− number of wins in intermediate sprints counting for the general classifications, 

− the place in the general individual classification. 

6. All win bonuses will be awarded to final individual classifications. 

7. If a rider is leading in more than one classification the priority shall be taken to the next in the rank. 

8. The 1 Half-stage will be held in order to establish the leaders of general classifications 

Yellow jersey                 – leader of a team in I place 

Red jersey                      – I place 

Blue jersey                     – leader of a team in II place 

Violet jersey                   – leader of a team in III place 

White jersey                   – cyclist ( born 1993 year of born ) of the best team 

Green jersey                   – leader of the best team of the province of Pomerania and Kujawy 

Results shall be awarded to general classification. 

In the case of a duly noted fall, puncture or mechanical incident beyond a red triangle (last kilometer) 

in a 1 half-stage ( team time race) the rider or riders involved shall be credited with the time of riders 

in whose company they  were riding at the moment of the accident. 

If, as the result of a duly noted fall beyond the red triangle a rider cannot cross the finishing line, he 

shall be credited  with the time of the teammates in whose company he was riding at the time of the 

accident. 
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XI. PRICE LIST  

1. General individual Classification 

              I place  -    Cup of Grudziądz President and  “Przegląd Sportowy” 

            II place  -    Cup of Bank BGś 

           III place  -    Cup of Cycling Association Chairman Wojciech Walkiewicz 

     I place - 150 €           VI place - 40 €           XI place - 20 €        XVI place - 20 € 

    II place - 100 €          VII place - 40 €          XII place - 20 €       XVII place - 20 € 

   III place -   70 €         VIII place - 40 €        XIII place - 20 €      XVIII place - 20 € 

  IV place -   60 €           IX place - 40 €        XIV place - 20 €        XIX place - 20 € 

    V place -   40 €            X place - 40 €          XV place - 20 €         XX place - 20 € 

2. Classification on the stage 

Patronage of each stage to be Hold: 

           1 HALF-STAGE I STAGE  -  Bailiff of Gruta Commune            - Stanisław Tarkowski 

           2 HALF-STAGE I STAGE  -  Major of Łasin                               - Franciszek Kawski 

                                      II STAGE  -  Major of Świecie                           - Tadeusz Pogoda 

                                    III STAGE  -  Major of Jabłonowo Pom.             - Tadeusz Fuks 

                                    IV STAGE  -  Bailiff of Grudziądz Commune     - Jan Tesmer 

1 Half-stage and 2 Half-stage  

    I place - 100 €           VI place - 30 €           XI place - 20 €        XVI place - 20 € 

   II place -   75 €          VII place - 30 €          XII place - 20 €       XVII place - 20 € 

  III place -   50 €         VIII place - 30 €        XIII place - 20 €      XVIII place - 20 € 

 IV place -   40 €           IX place - 30 €        XIV place - 20 €        XIX place - 20 € 

   V place -   30 €            X place - 30 €          XV place - 20 €         XX place - 20 € 

Stage II ,III,IV 

    I place - 175 €           VI place - 50 €           XI place - 20 €        XVI place - 20 € 

   II place - 100 €          VII place - 50 €          XII place - 20 €       XVII place - 20 € 

  III place -   75 €         VIII place - 50 €        XIII place - 20 €      XVIII place - 20 € 

 IV place -   60 €           IX place - 50 €        XIV place - 20 €        XIX place - 20 € 

   V place -   50 €            X place - 50 €          XV place - 20 €         XX place - 20 € 

3. General team classification  

              I place  -    Cup of the Chairman of the LZS organisation's Roman Jagieliński 

            II place  -    Cup of Grudziądz District Foreman Marek Szczepanowski 

           III place  -    Cup of “OCETIX” Company Jerzy Ordak 

4. Most active Raider 

              I place  -    Cup of Parliament Member Eugeniusz Kłopotek 

            II place  -    Cup of Brodnica District Foreman Waldemara Gęsickiego 

           III place  -    Cup of NOWAK GmbH Company Krzysztof Nowak 

5. Point classification 

              I place  -    Cup of Parliament Member Janusz Dzięcioł 

            II place  -    Cup of Grudziądz Building Society Chairman 

           III place  -    Cup of the Chairman of the KPZ LZS Toruń organisation's Michał Marszałkowski 

6. Final Classification - for the best cyclist born in 1992 

              I place  -    Cup of Parliament Member Marzenna Drab 

        II place  -    Cup of  “SKODA” Grudziądz Company Andrzej Rehmus 

           III place  -    Cup of  “EBAR” Company Roman Bilicki 


